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This man was 93 years old when he wrote 
his pamphlet in 2010. He is indignant of 
today’s society. For him, combating totali-

tarianism (in his day, Hitler) justified mobilization 
by force. I recommend you read his pamphlet; 
the similarity with Quebec’s current situation is 
striking. The time of mobilization to save the 
Quebec we want, has arrived.

Just think of the Couillard government. Right 
now, they are re-evaluating already negotiated 
agreements by introducing Bill 3; which basically 
steals municipal employees’ pensions. When the 
police take to the streets to protests against the 
government, no one can claim it’s a revolution-
ary activism. Imagine, surrounded by police offi-
cers, the students at the October 30th event were 
chanting: “If the police follow us, it is because it 
supports us.”

A societal choice
This same government just announced to 

public sector workers - supposedly a difficult 
decision - cuts to public services: health agen-
cies will be closed, CSSSs will be merged, cuts 
to universities, CLD closures, etc. Consequently, 
rumors of cuts in public services are spreading. 
But… Hurry! We need to eliminate the deficit!

However, this is a societal choice. We can 
maintain our social safety net by requiring cor-

porations and the rich to contribute fairly. But for 
that you need balls, not Couillards! Did you know 
that in 1963 in Quebec, companies contributed 
about 38% of taxes, whereas today they account 
for only 11%! Obviously, it’s the taxpayers who 
have seen their contributions rise to 89% from 
62%! (source: Ministry of Finance of Quebec)

No austerity for government’s members!
While they talk about austerity, Minister 

Bolduc is haunted by the story of the $215,000 
premium; Lise Thériault charters private jets at 
taxpayers’ expense to come back from holiday; 
and bonuses are expected for all Liberals MPs. 
But… Hurry! We need to eliminate the deficit! Yet 
he has no problem finding money to build a col-
iseum for King Labeaume. No problem for busi-
ness trips to China with company bosses either.

Harper isn’t doing any better by attacking 
the CBC (Canadian broadcasting corporation) 
with job cuts; removing the means to provide 
quality programming and relevant information. 
He’s also making cuts at Canada Post by elimi-
nating home delivery. You’re disabled? Too bad, 
I guess. Harper has already cut employment in-
surance, again, and is trying to destroy unions 
with his Right to Work Bills. (read SEU 800 pam-
phlet: Under attack from the right)

“It is our collective responsibility to ensure that our society remains a society 
of which we are proud: not a society of undocumented migrants, expulsions, 
suspicion towards immigrants; a society where we question pensions or ac-
quired social security; a society where the media is in the hands of the rich…” 1

Stéphane Hessel: Time for Outrage! (2010)

Raymond Larcher
President of the SEU,  
Local 800

Outrage
and mobilization!

1 Free translation
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Renewal of the collective agreement 
for Fromagerie Boivin

Alain Royer
Union representative

In addition to distributing many varieties of 
cheese, including their great cheddar cheese 

and Le P’tit crémeux, Boivin is the sole manufac-
turer of Kraft Canada’s aMOOza cheese sticks.

The members of the executive committee 
are Pierre Tremblay, President; Sylvain Desga-
gné, Vice. President; William Girard, Correspon-
ding Secretary; and Serge Proulx, Secretary-
Treasurer. 

The labor movement rises and protests mul-
tiply. We are against austerity, against the 
theft of pensions, against cuts in services 

and the abolition of social programs. 

Catalysts for mobilization
To mobilize our members, SEU Local 800 

participated in a QLF Leaders tour in several 
regions of Quebec. Training was given to unit 
presidents to ensure that they become catalysts 
for mobilization at the event held on November 
29 in Quebec City and Montreal simultaneously.

We believe that members, once properly 
informed, not by the media - that focuses on 
weather and traffic - but by observers of society, 

will act to protect their interests and that of the 
next generation.

It’s unacceptable!
Honestly, how can we accept this? Even with 

overtime, we wouldn’t make it! As long as we 
elect right-leaning governments, the same sce-
narios will be on loop: increased taxes for citi-
zens, decreases for businesses; increases in elec-
tricity rates, child care expenses and questioning 
of parental insurance, reduction in employment 
insurance and appropriation of a $57 billion sur-
plus by the state; etc.

What more do you need to be convinced?

Get Involved!

Negotiations for the renewal of the collective agreement for members 
working at Fromagerie Boivin cheese factory, located in La Baie, a borough of 
the city of Saguenay, will begin shortly.

Raymond Larcher
President of the SEU,  
Local 800

When the indignation begin to overwhelm us, we must react and take action. 
Like the student movement of 2012 with their red square that went around the 
world, the streets are the best way to express our discontent with elected of-
ficials. We did not vote for leaders who seek only to serve the rich and private 
sector, like the oil industry. We did not vote for the destruction of the planet.
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At a dinner with their spouses, they were 
honored by a demonstration of their 
contribution or involvement as members 

of the executive over the years.
Congratulations to the honored members. 

On my own behalf and on behalf of each mem-
ber of the executive of GDI/Services, we would 
sincerely like to thank Hélène Poirier, for her in-
volvement for more than 20 years, her profes-

sionalism, and the interest she has shown to 
represent workers; Louisette St. Hilaire; Huguette 
Côté; Vincent Daigle; and Jaquelin Simard. But 
mostly, good retirement!

The members of the union executive are 
Jean-Philippe Duclos, president; Marc Kébreau, 
Vice President; Prince Willaire Kanga, Corres-
ponding Secretary; Carl Langlais, Secretary-
Treasurer; and Michel Lamothe, Adviser. 

On October 4th, the members of the executive committee of the GDI/Que-
bec employees union (region of Quebec), paid tribute to the employees who 
retired this year.

GDI/Quebec

The union honors  
their retirees

Alain Royer
Union representative

Dinner for the GDI Quebec’s retirees.
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Moreover, more than 20 members of 
the household maintenance and hotel 
sectors had the opportunity to register. 

This course will enable them to better integrate 
their work lives, union life, and Quebec society 
as a whole by learning French. 

You will find lots of information on the QFL 
and Service Employees Union, local 800 web-

Quebec region

1st French courses

sites. These courses are a result of the collabo-
ration between the SEU 800, the QFL, the Basic 
training for labor development (FBDM) organi-
zation and GDI/Services. 

For years, hundreds of employees in the 
Montreal area have benefited from these 
courses. 

Following the huge success of the French program in Montreal, employees of 
GDI/Services will now have access to the French as a second language course. 

French courses registration
French is not your first language and you would like to be more fluent? Fill up 

one of the forms below and send it to the attention of Louise Mercier.

INSCRIPTION FOR THE FRENCH 
COURSES OF THE SEU 800

The employees, members of the SEU, building main-
tenance sector, clothing and hotels who wish to register 
for the French courses offered by our Union may do so 
by completing the coupon herewith and sending it to the:

SEU, Local 800, Francisation 
To the attention of Louise Mercier 

920, rue de Port-Royal Est 
Montréal, Qc H2C 2B3

Last Name:  First Name: 

Telephone:  Employer: 

Indicate the building where you work:

 INSCRIPCIÓN A LOS CURSOS DE 
FRANCÉS DEL LOCAL UES 800

Los empleados miembros del local UES 800 que tra-
bajan para los sectores de la limpieza, del textil y hotelería 
que deseen inscribirse a los cursos de francés ofrecidos 
por nuestro sindicato pueden hacerlo llenando el cupón 
y enviándolo a :

 UES, sección local 800, Cursos de francés
A la atencion de la señora Louise Mercier

920, rue de Port-Royal Est
Montreal QC  H2C 2B3

Apellido :  Nombre : 

Teléfono :  Compañía : 

Indique el edificio donde trabaja :
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The current collective agreement expired in 
December 2013, and since then, the par-
ties have met on several occasions. The 

employer presented several demands, the most 
important of which being the reorganization of 
the working schedule. Many discussions took 
place on this topic.

In order to resume the situation, the union 
called a general assembly last October to inform 
the workers of the progress of negotiations and 
of the main employer demands. The negotia-
tions should resume thereafter. 

The negotiation committee is made up of 
Cédric Hébert and Claude Garneau. 

As for service employees, they were con-
vened to a general assembly in order to pre-
pare for the renewal of the upcoming collective 
agreement, whereas the current one expires in 
December 2014.

The negotiations should begin thereafter. 
The executive committee for this unit is made up 
of Pierre Michel, Lise Dubé, and Roberto Blouin.

Club de golf Royal Québec

The negotiations continue

The negotiations continue for the renewal of the collective agreement for 
the golf course workers at the Club de golf Royal Québec, in Boischatel. 

Michel Tremblay
Union representative

Happy Holidays
Please take note that our offices will be closed during the Holidays,  
from December 22, 2014 to January 2, 2015 inclusively.
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Protest in solidarity  
with Cambodian  
garment workers

The current Cambodian garment worker’s 
salary is $100 per month. Since 2010, thou-
sands of workers in this sector have been Claude St-Marseille

Executive Vice-President

On September 17th, SEU Local 800 and members of the Clothing, hotel and 
textile division joined the Cambodian community of Montreal to protest in 
front of an H&M clothing store on Ste-Catherine Street West in support of the 
workers in Cambodia’s garment industry, who are struggling to raise the mini-
mum wage to $177 per month.

working in virtual sweatshops; many workers 
pass out due to a combination of long hours, 
malnutrition, overheating and toxic fumes.

Participants at the rally in solidarity with the Cambodian garment workers on September 
17th.
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Welcome to the  
Cham-bois employees

A first general assembly took place this 
summer. During this assembly, the wor-
kers were presented an overview of our 

organization as well as the services provided to 
members. The executive committee was also 
elected; Jonathan Picard, Serge Julien, and Syl-
vie Veilleux were voted in.

Then there was a meeting with the new 
union officers and the SEU 800 union represen-
tative assigned to the case in order to establish 
an overview of the situation and a profile of the 
base unit.

Another general assembly took place in Oc-
tober to adopt the tentative collective agree-
ment that will be sent to the employer. The 
negotiations for the first collective agreement 
should begin thereafter.

Ébénisterie Cham-bois is located in St-
Georges and specializes in architectural carpen-
try and the fabrication of custom furniture.

Michel Tremblay
Union representative

Events took place in 30 cities
Strikes for better wages broke out, causing a 

temporary closure of factories. Demonstrations 
were repressed and union leaders were arrested.

Last September 17th was a global day of ac-
tion during which events took place in 30 cities 
across Canada and the United States; inclu-

The carpenters of Cham-bois, in Beauce, recently joined the ranks of SEU 
800. I take this opportunity to welcome them and thank them for their confi-
dence in our Union.

ding Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver, 
New York, Denver, and Boston. The companies 
involved were H&M, Wal-Mart, GAP, Adidas, 
Puma, Zara, and Levi’s.

Similar actions took place before the Cam-
bodian embassies around the world and in fac-
tories in Cambodia.

From left to right: Serge Julien (Vice-President) and Jonathan Picard 
(President).
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After a rejected offer in June, the parties 
met in September to discuss possible 
changes after the employer’s first offer in 

May.
The main conflict points were centered 

around the implementation of a new seven-
day working schedule; the employer wanting to 
ensure that their best performing machines are 
operated in an optimal manner. This agreement 
should allow the factory to increase its bottom 
line and thus promote the addition of new ma-
chinery.

A team work
Many changes were negotiated relating to 

the new schedule. The parties shall review the fi-
nal text and sign the collective agreement there-
after.

The agreement will be effective until 2017. 
As I did during the last general assembly, I wish 
again to thank the members of the bargaining 

committee; brothers Steve Vachon, André Cor-
riveau, Roger Tremblay, Emmanuel Potvin, and 
Guillaume Asselin for their participation and co-
operation in these negotiations.

Both parties were respectful
It should be noted that, despite the many 

disagreements and divergent opinions, both 
parties were respectful and open during their 
discussions. 

We hope that the signing of this new wor-
king contract will allow the Sainte-Marie plant 
to flourish, thereby ensuring the maintaining of 
quality jobs in the area.

The workers of the RockTenn plant in Sainte-
Marie have been unionized with SEU 800 since 
1978.

They specialize in the production of flat-
packed folding cardboard boxes for the retail 
trade.

Michel Tremblay
Union representative

Gathered for a general assembly on October 19th, the employees of the Rock-
Tenn factory in Sainte-Marie accepted, with a 72% majority, the employer’s final 
overall offer.

Rocktenn in Sainte-Marie

Vote on the employer’s offer

From left to right: André Corriveau (Vice-President), Roger Tremblay (Treasurer-secretary), Guillaume 
Asselin (Advisor), Emmanuel Potvin (Corresponding-secretary) and Steve Vachon (President).
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Over the years, new technologies have 
emerged; in 2001, the first Gerber com-
puter-aided cutting machine went on-

line, there are now 4 of them.

Sandra Ménard
I would like to talk to you now about Sandra 

Ménard.
Sandra is a young woman in her thirties, mar-

ried with a young child. She started at Empire in 
2002 to work in the shipping department. Being 
a good worker, she wanted to learn everything 
they could teach her.

Due to a demand for personnel, she was 
transferred to the cutting room where she 
worked in fusing, and then held the position of 
labeler.

She was then assigned to “special prep,” ac-
quiring many skills and becoming versatile in the 
cutting room. But Sandra had larger ambitions: 
she wanted to be a cutter; a job that, until now, 
has always been performed by men. In June 
2014, her employer called her into his office and 
offered her the opportunity for training on the 
Gerber machine. Since she has shown great in-
terest in the position, she immediately accepted.

Gerber operators, as the position is com-
monly known, don’t simply press the on/off but-
ton; they have to enter clear, specific informa-
tion into the computer and make sure that the 
material is properly in place. It’s a big responsi-
bility. After a quick training and with the help of 
an experienced operator, Sandra is now able to 
perform her job with competence.

Stand up!
At the Women’s Biennial Meeting this year, 

it was often brought up that women should not 
be afraid to stand up for themselves and have 
confidence in their ability.

Sandra is a great example of determination; 
she is confident, she knows what she wants, and 
she’s not afraid to push the limits to reach her 
goals. At Empire Clothing, she is the first woman 
to operate such a machine and I hope she will 
not be the last.

Congratulations Sandra for your determina-
tion, I am proud of you!

Chantal Bélanger
President of the base  
unit Empire Clothing

Founded in 1921, Empire Clothing is one of the clothing manufacturers still in 
operation in Quebec. It makes clothing for me and employs nearly 250 workers. 

Empire Clothing

An example of determination!

From left to right: Chantal Bélanger (President), Suzy Beaudry (union re-
presentative) and Sandra Ménard (member).
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It’s under the theme of From yesterday to 
today, together, women make the difference, 
that more than 250 militants, coming from 

every sector of activity, met for two days of re-
flection, exchange, and mobilization.

The three vice-presidents representing wom-
en in the QFL, Louise Mercier, Marcelle Perron, 
and Louise Michaud led the event, during which 
the history of women’s struggles in the QFL and 
in Quebec were explained.

Battles that women led
Louise Harel was the first speaker invited. 

She spoke of the numerous battles that women 
led during in Quebec over that last few decades:

To name a few :
It’s after World War II that women 

largely began to enter the workforce;
In 1977, the year in 

which the QFL congress 
adopted a resolution on 

the right to free abortion.
Mrs. Harel, citing Pas-

cale Navarro, spoke about 
malaise of women over the 

necessity to affirm them-
selves. 

Women should ask 
themselves three questions:

• Where are we coming from?
• Where are we?
• Where are we going?

Eve-Lyne Couturier from IRIS then took the 
podium and painted a portrait of the current 
situation in Quebec, both political and social, of 
the conditions of women.

Women and austerity
What is austerity? It is a lack of growth due to 

high debt levels, a public service that are too ex-
pensive and wasteful and social assistance that is 
also too expensive and wasteful. And these are 
only some factors that describe austerity.

According to Gender based analysis (GBA), 
the effects are different for men and women. In 
fact, international studies have shown that aus-
terity affects women more than it does men, the 
poor more than the rich, and especially poor 
women. While the pay gap between genders is 
shrinking, it’s not because women are earning 
more, but because men are earning less.

To learn more on this subject, I invite you to 
consult the IRIS website (Institut de recherche 
et d’information socio-économique): http://iris-
recherche.qc.ca/ 

On November 4th and 5th, the QFL Women’s Biennial meeting took place. 
According to their constitution, this meeting must take place every two years, 
thus the name biennial.

Women’s Biennial Meeting

From yesterday to today, 
together, women make  
the difference

Chantal Bélanger
Member of the Women 
in Action committee
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Participating in the protest
Being those most affected by the austerity 

measures taken and cuts made by the Harper 
and Quebec Liberal governments alike, women’s 
participation is essential in the protest against 
austerity that took place in Montreal and Que-
bec on November 29th. Let’s spring into action!

This is the message, France Laurendeau, di-
rector of Fonds FTQ, came to relate. With visual 
aids and tables, she showed that, slowly, wom-
en’s presence in the QFL is increasing.
• In 1981, women made up 30% of the work-

force;
• In 1989, 33%; 
• By 2012, they were up to 37%.

That represents 100 000 women in the work-
force in 1989 and 200 000 in 2010. The QFL is 
Quebec’s main union and represents the largest 
number of women.

There were also workshops and it was found 
that women often stifle their own advancement 
with:
• Family constraints;

• Lack of availability;
• Lack of resources, etc. 

It was also mentioned that all unions should 
have a committee on the status of women. Be-
cause in the end, what women want, as pointed 
out by Mrs. Laurendeau, is time, support, consi-
deration, respect, openness, equality, and reco-
gnition!

Women in Action committee 
commitment

At SEU 800, we are fortunate to have the 
Women in Action Committee, and members 
engaged themselves in the biennial to promote, 
develop, motivate, assist, support, and encou-
rage women’s participation and interest in SEU 
800. 

Finally, these two days were full of sharing, 
exchanges, and emotions. The activists left mo-
tivated and with tools to shape their future!

Please note: this article is also available on 
the blog of the Women in Action Committee. 
Don’t hesitate to leave your own comments! 
http://cfa800.blogspot.ca/

Louise Mercier
Vice-President  
representing the FTQ  
women, was involved  
in the Biennial meeting

In the above piture, we can see the members of the Women in Action Committee : Lise Carrière, Stella Nadeau, Catherine Lavoie, 
Suzy Beaudry, Chantal Bélanger, Lucie Thériault, Janice Clapson and Augustine Caouette.
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Public Sector

Finalizing the demands 
booklet for the sectorial 
tables

We began the consultation process in 
May for the employees of our five 
school boards. The course of action 

was to create a common front with the other 
union organizations in the attempt to gain a 
greater power to face a government that is at-
tacking our members by reducing their working 
conditions and then take a larger the bite in their 
pockets.

Rita Plamondon
Union representative

that arose in the work place following the ap-
plication of the last collective agreement.

A difficult negotiation
We presented in the general meeting the 

demands to obtain a mandate to negotiate 
the members’ requests for the renewal of their 
working conditions.

The Service Employees Union local 800 has always been proud to represent 
the support staff in the education, in the school boards, the university and the 
private institutions.

Our objectives and government’s ones  
are quite the opposite.

Improving monetary conditions
From the common front, a first document 

was prepared for the demands that affect direct-
ly the government’s budget such as: the salary 
increases, the improvement of the fringes bene-
fits, the improvement of the working conditions 
related to the cost of living, control of use of 
subcontractors, etc.

We are finalizing the demands booklet for 
the sectorial tables in our sector, the education 
sector. We have sent this fall a survey to all our 
members. We wanted to know the difficulties 

The common front presented to the govern-
ment at the end of October the demands during 
a show of force from the public and para-public 
sectors.

We foresee a difficult negotiation with this 
government, our objectives being quite the op-
posite. We are relaying on the support of all the 
members, the executives committees of the Ser-
vice Employees Union local 800.

You can visit the internet page of www. 
frontcommun.org to follow the progress and 
take a look at the different documents.
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Bee-Clean Building Maintenance

Welcome!

It is a great pleasure for the Service Employees 
Union, Local 800 affiliated to the QFL to re-
present workers from Bee-Clean Building 

Maintenance for the area covered by the decree 
of the Quebec region.

The next convention will be held on 
September 18th, 19th and 20th, 2015. 

For the first time, it will take 
place in a hotel unionized with the 
SEU 800, the Sandman hotel in Lon-
gueuil.

SEU 800 Convention
Already, there were general meetings 

that were held in order to elect delegates 
and substitutes. 

Proposals from those general meet-
ings have to be submitted no later than 

July 20th, 2015 to the Executive Vice-Presi-
dent of local 800, Claude St-Marseille.

Alain Royer
Union representative

Congratulations to Alexis Roy, union representative 
from the Quebec office, and his spouse, whom welcome 

their son, Théo Roy, last October 26th.

In fact, since last July, Bee-Clean Building 
Maintenance won the contract for maintaining 
the Galeries de la Capitale de Quebec, providing 
or maintaining more than 20 jobs. We would like 
to welcome them.
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Unilaterally imposed  
random drug and alcohol testing  
in unionized settings

The Supreme Court ruled on the subject in 
2013 in the case of Pâtes et Papiers Irving, and 
confirmed that the employer had overstepped 
its authority by imposing random alcohol testing 
in the absence of clear evidence showing a drin-
king problem in the workplace.

An unilateral policy which carry serious 
disciplinary action

In this case, the union disputed via grie-
vance the fact that the employer had unilaterally 
adopted a “security measure” whereby 10% of 
employees in at-risk jobs would be randomly 
selected to undergo alcohol testing without 
prior notice.

Under the policy, a positive result would carry 
serious disciplinary action, including potential 
dismissal; and refusing to take the test would 
lead to immediate dismissal. In this case, the fact 
that some positions were considered at-risk and 
that the workplace could be dangerous was not 
even disputed. In fact, over 15 years, eight inci-
dents resulting from alcohol consumption in the 
workplace were recorded.

The arbitration tribunal (New Brunswick) al-
lowed the grievance and concluded that ran-
dom tests were not justified; having weighed the 
employees’ right to privacy and the employer’s 
ability to conduct such tests as a safety measure. 

The arbitration result was overturned and dee-
med unreasonable by the higher court on judi-
cial review and the Court of Appeal, on the basis 
that the employer had the right to impose its 
policy due to the dangerousness of the work-
place.

The Supreme Court weighed in and restored 
the decision made by the Arbitration Court, 
citing the policy adopted by the employer as an 
unreasonable exercise of its management rights. 
According to this decision, the universal applica-
tion of random testing, both drug and alcohol 
testing, is far from obvious.

It is not because a workplace is dangerous 
that an employer may do anything

According to indexed case law; in a dan-
gerous workplace, the employer is generally 
allowed to administer a screening test to a wor-
ker in an at-risk position without the need to 
demonstrate that it has exhausted other means 
if he has reasonable cause to believe that the 
employee is impaired, was involved in a work-
place or serious incident, or if the employee has 
recently returned from rehab treatment.

However, concluding that a workplace is 
dangerous does not automatically give an em-
ployer the right to unilaterally impose random 
screening tests.

In a unionized workplace, issues relating to health, safety and privacy may be 
the subject of collective bargaining. Accordingly, an employer cannot unilate-
rally - without negotiating - enforce a policy that: does not comply with the col-
lective agreement, would be unreasonable, and would violate the employees’ 
right to privacy.

Cristina Cabral
Legal Advisor
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As of December 31st, the CLD will be abo-
lished and our brothers and sisters will 
lose their jobs.

Quebec CLDs provide more than 1,000 jobs, 
including 45 SEU 800 members at the CLD de 
Québec. 

Contemptuous attack  
from Mayor Labeaume

Whether it’s a $3.2 billion or $65,000 budget 
cut, it doesn’t mean much when you don’t know 
the real-world effects or those whose lives are 
affected by it.

In Quebec City, Mayor Labeaume attacked 
the CLD and its team with his usual “my unedu-

Local development centers (CLD) 
Closure of CLD de Quebec:  
45 jobs lost

For workers at the CLD de Quebec, who are members of SEU 800, the Couil-
lard government’s austerity measures and the fiscal pact they signed with mu-
nicipalities is having a direct effect. The fiscal pact calls for the transfer of just 
under 50% of the CLD budget to the cities, which will ensure that municipal 
officials sprinkle the public dollar wherever they see fit. 

cated uncle” bit, expressing surprise that these 
workers were even unionized.

Important consequences
The executive committee of the base unit and 

the SEU 800 have their eyes on mayor Labeau-
me’s handling of the case and will ensure that 
the rights of the CLD members are respected!

CLDs are organizations whose mandate is 
to ensure local, economic, and social develop-
ment in its territory. The closure of the CLD de 
Quebec has important consequences on these 
companies, the municipal economy and the en-
tire province. 

The breach of employee privacy was 
more serious than the benefits

To assess the reasonableness of a policy 
unilaterally imposed by an employer and affec-
ting employee privacy, the Court validates the 
approach based on a balancing of interests. In 
other words, is the benefit gained by the policy 
of random testing in this dangerous workplace 
proportionate to the breach of employee pri-
vacy?

According to the case file, the Court held that 
eight incidents over 15 years did not constitute 
a serious consumption problem and dismissed 
the deterrence argument made by the employer. 
The other side of the scale was the employees’ 

right to privacy; which the breathalyzer alcohol 
test was seriously violating.

The Supreme Court concluded that the 
breach of employee privacy was more serious 
than the uncertain and minimal benefits the em-
ployer would gain from the security policy. The 
policy was therefore not justified.

From this decision, it appears that the bar is 
high for an employer who wants to enforce a 
policy of random testing. Such a unilaterally im-
posed policy would very likely not pass the “test” 
before an arbitrator.
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The employer told to the union representa-
tives that from now on, in order to ensure 
the survival of the company, the status quo 

of the collective agreement was not possible.
At this same meeting, the employer put forth 

a recovery plan in eight points. Of these, two in 
particular caught the attention of members of 
the executive committee. The first: a compre-
hensive restructuring of the entire network of 
cities served by Orléans Express. In this revision 
plan, there was mention of closing several lines; 
ultimately, this would result in massive job losses. 

At this meeting, the members unanimously 
rejected the renegotiation of certain items re-
quested by the employer; instead, they gave the 
executive committee the mandate to advance 
the renewal of the collective agreement, which 
expires on March 31st, 2015. Following the start of 
the bargaining with the employer, the executive 
committee thought it would be an appropriate 
time to meet its members, as they do every year 
at regional assemblies in Montreal, Quebec, and 
Rimouski. 

Commotion  
at Orléans Express

In order to stop their financial losses, Orléans Express filed with the execu-
tive committee in late April 2014, a request to reopen the collective agreement. 
Given the drastic drop in ridership, the employer told the union that it suffered 
a financial loss of $3.5 million in 2013 and was expecting losses of nearly $5 mil-
lion for 2014. 

The executive committee is working hard in  
the making of new routes in order to avoid layoffs.

Extraordinary general assembly
The second item was, of course, the col-

lective agreement. In its recovery plan, the 
employer repeatedly stated that it wanted to 
recover $700,000. Faced with such a request, the 
executive committee decided to convene all its 
members in an extraordinary general assembly. 
This assembly took place on May 14th, 2014, and 
125 of 152 drivers were present. 

Surprising decision of the CTQ
Meanwhile, the employer took steps with the 

Commission des transports du Québec (CTQ) to 
make changes as outlined in its recovery plan. 
The decision of the CTQ was announced on Oc-
tober 9th, 2014. 

To everyone’s surprise, including the em-
ployer, the CTQ upheld all the requests made by 
Orléans Express. The employer was so surprised 
by the CTQ’s response, that the same day, it as-
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Pierre Breton
Union representative
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The three-year collective agreements pro-
vide, among other things, wage increases 
of 2% to 3% per year; wage scale; personal 

leave; sick days; group insurance; premiums, one 
of which for training; etc.

A first collective agreement for 
three residential and long-term 
care centres (CHSLDs)

The members of the three CHSLD over-
whelmingly adopted their new collective agree-
ments in March, June and July 2014. Congratu-
lations to all members who participated in the 
negotiations! For most, it was a first experience.

Welcome to the 220 new CHSLD members.

In 2014, the Union negotiated three new collective agreements with CHSLDs 
in Sainte-Catherine, Laval and Granby. Soon, we will begin negotiating with the 
St-Jean-sur-Richelieu CHSLD.

ked the CTQ for an extension to implement the 
new intercity transportation network. In its deci-
sion, the CTQ asked Orléans Express to imple-
ment the new network by January 1st, 2015. An 
extension was granted until January 18s, 2015. 

New meetings soon
To date, a dozen bargaining sessions and 

two mediation sessions have taken place. The 
parties have barely begun implementing the 
new assignments and work schedules; but given 
the urgency of the implementation of the new 
network, it is likely that new bargaining sessions 
will be scheduled for January 2015. 

Members of the executive committee are 
working hard in the making of new routes and 
assignments in order to avoid layoffs. Roughly 
60 drivers risk losing their jobs.

To be continued.

Sophie Bourgeois
Union representative
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The officers elected were: Mario Beau-
lieu, President; François Bourque, Vice 
President; Jean-Pierre Drouin, Secretary-

Treasurer; Marc Moreau, counselor.

Demands are expressed
Since the current collective agreement ex-

pires in October, the members present at the 
general assembly expressed to the Union their 
demands for negotiating of the renewal of the 
collective agreement.

Michel Tremblay
Union representative

Preparing negotiations
The renewal will be prepared by the union 

representative in collaboration with members of 
the negotiation committee; negotiations should 
begin thereafter.

The factory workers at Metal Rodrigue work 
in the manufacturing and installation of equip-
ment for industrial dedusting and pneumatic 
transport. They have been unionized with SEU 
800 since 1987.

Metal Rodrigue

New executive committee

At a general assembly last October, the members of this base unit elected a 
new executive committee.

From left to right: Mario Beaulieu (President), Jean-Pierre Drouin (Secretary-Treasurer), François 
Bourque (Vice-President) and Michel Tremblay (union representative). Absent from the photo: Marc 
Moreau (Advisor).
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There are several disadvantages to this: the 
team of representatives for one region is 
split, extra costs to provide clerical support 

for both offices or the inconvenience of having 
none, and unnecessary costs related to owning 
a second building (taxes, heating/cooling, main-
tenance and repairs, insurance, etc.). 

Major renovations
In addition, major renovations are required 

on the electrical and plumbing systems, and the 
HVAC system is at the end of its lifecycle and 

must be replaced at the building on de Maison-
neuve.

Various options
Faced with these issues, SEU 800 manage-

ment examined various options and gave man-
dates to assess certain issues: the cost of fully 
upgrading 20, de Maisonneuve W.; the market 
value and environmental assessment of the 
building on de Maisonneuve; the expansion 
possibilities of the building on Port-Royal; and a 
regulations audit.

Big changes to the  
union’s buildings  
in Montreal

SEU Local 800 currently owns two buildings in Montreal: their headquarters 
on rue de Port-Royal E, and the building acquired in the merger with UTIS on 
Boulevard de Maisonneuve W. There is SEU personel currently working in both 
buildings.

• To sell the building on de Maisonneuve;
• To expand and renovate the building on 

Port-Royal, in order to consolidate staff 
from both buildings and meet the needs 
of the SEU for the coming years;

• That the expansion and renovation work 
on Port-Royal be undertaken as soon as 

possible with the goal that they be com-
pleted by May 2015.
We will keep you informed of the pro-

gress of this exciting project and it is with 
great pleasure that the management and 
staff of the SEU 800 expects to host mem-
bers in its new Montreal offices.

After examining the entire file, the Executive Committee of the SEU 800 
decided the following:

Decisions

Alain Brisson
Administrative  
Vice President
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The AAFQ works with caregivers in order to 
improve their working conditions and their 
rights. In addition, our organization offers 

its members an opportunity to break from their 
isolation and create solidarity through commu-
nity life.

Let’s join the AAFQ
As coordinator of the AAFQ since last June, 

I am proud to join the active and professional 
team of employees and volunteers who work 
to support our members; immigrant women 
employed in Québec as caregivers. I would like 

I think the changes to the LCP (Live-In Care-
givers’ Program) announced on October 31st are 
a historic step in the right direction after years of 
lobbying by the association and other organiza-
tions aiming for the abolition of the obligation 
to live with an employer for 24 months to be 
eligible for permanent legal status. This change 
will minimize some of the abuses suffered by 
women, such as excessive demands for overtime 
and overnight service. In addition, it will allow 
some of these women to integrate the areas of 
health and social services and early childhood 
education, in addition to home services. 

The Caregivers’ Association of Quebec (AAFQ) is a community non-profit 
organization founded in 1975. Its mission is to have work in private homes reco-
gnized, respected and valued; including that done by women admitted under 
the Quebec Live-In Caregivers Program (LCP).

Fahimeh Ardekani
Coordinator AAFQ

News in the world of caregivers in Quebec

An opportunity to break from 
isolation and create solidarity

The AAFQ is proud to have the SEU 800,  
a union affiliated with the FTQ, among its partners.

to improve and increase the frequency of so-
cio-cultural activities organized by, and for the 
benefit of, our caregiver members, but also en-
courage various partner organizations and indi-
viduals sensitive to the cause of caregivers, to 
join the AAFQ as integral member. 

Finally, I hope to find the necessary funding 
for the organization of various practical infor-
mation workshops to improve the well-being of 
these women, usually placed in a high-vulnera-
bility situation in Quebec.

Reducing the time of forced separation
The second major change to the program is 

that the processing of requests for permanent 
status will finally be made within a reasonable 
timeframe; thus reducing the inhuman time of 
these women’s forced separation from their 
child(ren)/spouse which is currently imposed.
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But not even his illness could stop him 
from campaigning. He walked with us at 
the Forum social des peuples in Ottawa in 

August and on September 20th against the Bill 3. 
The Thursday before his death, he participated 
in a labor-management meeting.

SEU local 800 was his second family, his 
mother said. And rightly so, because in addition 
to being the President of his base unit, Les Ser-
vices Ménager Roy Ltée, he also served on the 
General Council of the SEU 800 and on the Parity 
Committee for the building services of Montreal. 
He was also a member of the group insurance 
committee and of the social delegates commit-
tee.

Thank you Marc! Rest in peace as we con-
tinue the struggle, inspired by your unwavering 
commitment.

Marc Simon’s passing

Raymond Larcher
President of the SEU,  
Local 800

It is with great sadness that we have learned of the passing of brother Marc 
Simon on October 17th; he had been fighting cancer for several months. 

Denying the possibility of leaving abusive 
employers

Despite these strongly positive changes, 
the federal LCP remains highly problematic and 
several major obstacles to the exercise of these 
women’s fundamental rights and freedoms re-
main in effect. In particular, given that their work 
permit is valid only with a specific employer, 
caregivers continue to be denied the freedom 
to change employer and the real possibility of 
leaving abusive employers. 

Moreover, they are still required to wait a 
minimum of 24 months before being eligible for 
permanent residence and thus the opportunity 
to be reunited - after several months / years of 
additional waiting - with their child(ren)/spouse.

It is in this context that the AAFQ and its 
partners will put pressure on the Government of 
Québec so that it modifies its regulatory frame-
work to ensure the implementation of recent 
changes – applicable to the caregivers in the 
rest of Canada – as quickly as possible; as well as 
the abolition – notably under the Quebec Char-
ter of Rights and freedoms – of the employer-
related permits and denied access to permanent 
immigration upon arrival. The AAFQ is proud 
to have the SEU 800, a union affiliated with the 
FTQ, among its partners. Together we will create 
a better future for all caregivers in Quebec.
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Errors were discovered in the 2013 audited financial statements published 
in the 800 Journal for the month of June. Corrected financial statements were 
presented to the General Council at the September meeting. The main correc-
tion was to the income from contributions receivable as of December 31st; other 
minor errors have also been corrected. The corrections to the financial informa-
tion are as follows: 

RESULTS Earlier  
Version

Corrected  
Version Difference

Products
Revenue from contributions $9,445,791 $9,685,324 $239,533 

Other products
Interest income $27,156 $24,408 ($2,748 )

Operating costs
Strike costs $599 $559 $40

Administrative costs
Postage $97,051 $84,853 $12,198 

Deficiency of revenues
Over expenses $754,094 $505,071 $249,023 

OVERVIEW Earlier  
Version

Corrected  
Version Difference

Accounts Receivable $1,760,008 $1,999,541 $239,533 

Accounts payable and 
accrued liabilities $1,591,846 $1,582,454 $9,392 

Amount payable to the 
Insurance fund $239,533 $228,387 $11,146 

The most important correction is a significant reduction of the deficit of $249,023, which went from 
$754,094 to $505,071.
The members of the General Council have approved the new financial statements.
2014-10-06

2013 financial statements for SEU 800

Corrections 


